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Abstract—Associative processing (AP) is a promising PIM
paradigm that overcomes the von Neumann bottleneck (memory
wall) by virtue of a radically different execution model. By
decomposing arbitrary computations into a sequence of primitive
memory operations (i.e., search and write), AP’s execution model
supports concurrent SIMD computations in-situ in the memory
array to eliminate the need for data movement. This execution
model also provides a native support for ﬂexible data types and
only requires a minimal modiﬁcation on the existing memory
design (low hardware complexity). Despite these advantages, the
execution model of AP has two limitations that substantially
increase the execution time, i.e., 1) it can only search a single
pattern in one search operation and 2) it needs to perform a
write operation after each search operation. In this paper, we
propose the Highly Performant Associative Processor (HyperAP) to fully address the aforementioned limitations. The core
of Hyper-AP is an enhanced execution model that reduces the
number of search and write operations needed for computations,
thereby reducing the execution time. This execution model is
generic and improves the performance for both CMOS-based
and RRAM-based AP, but it is more beneﬁcial for the RRAMbased AP due to the substantially reduced write operations.
We then provide complete architecture and micro-architecture
with several optimizations to efﬁciently implement Hyper-AP. In
order to reduce the programming complexity, we also develop a
compilation framework so that users can write C-like programs
with several constraints to run applications on Hyper-AP. Several
optimizations have been applied in the compilation process to
exploit the unique properties of Hyper-AP. Our experimental
results show that, compared with the recent work IMP, HyperAP achieves up to 54×/4.4× better power-/area-efﬁciency for
various representative arithmetic operations. For the evaluated
benchmarks, Hyper-AP achieves 3.3× speedup and 23.8× energy
reduction on average compared with IMP. Our evaluation also
conﬁrms that the proposed execution model is more beneﬁcial
for the RRAM-based AP than its CMOS-based counterpart.

and bit-serial manner. A lookup table is generated for a given
computation (such as addition), which comprises a list of
input patterns and the corresponding computation results. AP
then performs a sequence of consecutive search and write
operations to 1) compare one input pattern with all stored
words in parallel, and 2) write corresponding computation
result into the words that match this input pattern. As a
result, the number of search/write operations performed for
one computation, which determines the execution time, is
proportional to the number of input patterns. By performing
computations using memory operations (search and write),
AP largely reuses existing memory peripheral circuits (e.g.
sense ampliﬁer) to minimize the modiﬁcations on the memory
design. This is different from most existing PIM works [13]
[49] [15] [3] [21] that integrate non-conventional memory
circuits (e.g., ADC and DAC) into the memory array and
increase the hardware complexity. Moreover, due to the bitserial operation, AP natively supports ﬂexible data types (e.g.,
arbitrary bit width) and allows programmers to better exploit
the beneﬁts of using narrow-precision data types or custom
data types [59] [14] [27].
AP has been widely explored in many works [39] [25]
[43] [37] [55] [35] because of its PIM capability, superior
ﬂexibility and massive parallelism. However, AP performance
is fundamentally limited by its execution model, which has
two major limitations. At ﬁrst, the execution model of AP
can only search a single input pattern in each search operation (Single-Search-Single-Pattern). Since the number of input
patterns in the lookup table grows exponentially with respect
to the computation complexity (e.g., data width and type),
it needs to perform a large number of search operations for
complex computations. Second, this execution model needs to
perform a write operation after each search operation (SingleSearch-Single-Write), resulting in a signiﬁcant number of write
operations considering the ﬁrst limitation. This substantially
increases the execution time, especially for the implementation using emerging non-volatile memory technologies (e.g.,
RRAM [53]) that have long write latency. Moreover, as the
write is performed based on the search result of a single
input pattern, the second limitation also leads to a low write
parallelism, i.e., the ratio between the number of word entries
written in parallel and the number of stored word entries is

I. I NTRODUCTION
Associative processing (AP) is a promising processingin-memory (PIM) paradigm that tackles the von Neumann
bottleneck (memory wall [54]) by virtue of a radically different execution model. In comparison to the von Neumann
model where the processor reads input data from the memory
and writes computation results back afterwards, the AP’s
execution model performs SIMD computations in-situ in the
memory array to eliminate the data movement. By concurrently operating on every word where data is stored, AP
natively supports arbitrary computations in a word-parallel
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and Multi-Search-Single-Write manner to reduce the number
of search and write operations compared with the SingleSearch-Single-Pattern and Single-Search-Single-Write in the
traditional AP.
2. We provide complete architecture and micro-architecture
implementations for Hyper-AP using the RRAM technology.
A logical-uniﬁed-physical-separated array design is proposed
to reduce the write latency, and a low-cost and low-latency
communication interface is provided to reduce the synchronization cost.
3. We develop a complete compilation framework to reduce
the programming complexity. Users can write C-like programs
with several constraints (Section V-A) to run applications
on Hyper-AP. The compilation framework further improves
the computation efﬁciency by 1) merging lookup tables to
eliminate the write operations for the intermediate results, and
2) embedding immediate operands into lookup tables to reduce
the number of search operations.
4. We evaluate Hyper-AP using both synthetic benchmarks
and representative benchmarks from real-world applications.
We then provide a comprehensive comparison with the recent
work IMP, which is a PIM architecture built on the dot-product
capability of RRAM crossbar array [21]. Our evaluation shows
that Hyper-AP outperforms IMP due to the higher parallelism,
the support of ﬂexible data types, and the additional optimization techniques. Speciﬁcally, for several representative
arithmetic operations, Hyper-AP achieves up to 4.1×, 54×
and 4.4× improvement in throughput, power efﬁciency and
area efﬁciency respectively compared with IMP. Hyper-AP
also achieves 3.3× speedup and 23.8× energy reduction on
average for representative kernels compared with IMP.
5. Our evaluation also conﬁrms that the proposed execution
model can improve the performance for both CMOS-based
and RRAM-based AP, but it is more beneﬁcial for RRAMbased AP. This is because the reduction on the number of
write operations is larger than that of search operations and
RRAM-based AP has highly asymmetric latency of write and
search (Twrite /Tsearch = 10) as compared with that in the
CMOS-based AP (Twrite /Tsearch = 1).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
provides background information. Section III describes the
abstract machine model and execution model of Hyper-AP.
Section IV presents the instruction set architecture (ISA)
and micro-architecture of Hyper-AP. Section V describes the
programming interface and the custom compilation framework. Section VI shows the evaluation results. Section VII
compares Hyper-AP with prior work, followed by Section VIII
to conclude the paper.

low. Therefore, it cannot fully utilize the massive word-level
parallelism provided by AP.
In this paper, we propose Hyper-AP (Highly Performant
AP) to substantially improve the performance of traditional
AP through a series of innovations in abstract machine model,
execution model, architecture/micro-architecture and compilation framework. First, Hyper-AP provides a new abstract
machine model and an enhanced execution model to fully
address the aforementioned limitations. To address the ﬁrst
limitation (Single-Search-Single-Pattern), we leverage the twobit encoding technique [39] to enhance the search capability of
AP’s execution model. Rather than simply reuse this encoding
technique, we extend this technique by adding several new
search keys (Fig. 5c), so that Hyper-AP can search multiple
input patterns in a single search operation (Single-SearchMulti-Pattern). This substantially reduces the number of search
operations as well as the number of write operations considering the second limitation (Single-Search-Single-Write).
To address the second limitation, we provide a new abstract
machine model, so that the enhanced execution model can
accumulate search results and perform a write operation after
multiple search operations (Multi-Search-Single-Write) to further reduce the number of write operations. Moreover, this also
improves the write parallelism as the write is performed based
on the accumulated search results of multiple input patterns.
We then provide complete architecture and microarchitecture implementations for Hyper-AP using RRAM technology. Two additional optimization techniques are applied
to further improve the performance of Hyper-AP. At ﬁrst, a
logical-uniﬁed-physical-separated array design is applied to
implement the proposed abstract machine model. Compared
with the monolithic array design used in previous works [56]
[39], this array design nearly halves the latency of the write
operation to reduce the execution time. Moreover, we also
provide a low-cost and low-latency communication interface
between memory arrays to reduce the synchronization cost.
More details are described in Section IV-B.
Finally, in order to reduce the programming complexity,
we develop a compilation framework for Hyper-AP, so users
can write C-like programs with several constraints (Section
V-A) to run applications on Hyper-AP. This compilation
framework automatically generates and optimizes the lookup
tables as well as the data layout for the input programs. Two
optimization techniques are developed to further reduce the
number of search and write operations. At ﬁrst, the compilation framework can merge lookup tables to eliminate the write
operations for the intermediate computation results. Moreover,
immediate operands are embedded into lookup tables through
constant propagation to reduce the number of input patterns,
thereby reducing the number of search operations. More details
on these optimization techniques are presented in Section V-B.
In particular, we made the following major contributions:
1. We propose Hyper-AP that provides a new abstract
machine model and an enhanced execution model to address
the limitations of traditional AP. Speciﬁcally, Hyper-AP performs SIMD computations in a Single-Search-Multi-Pattern

II. BACKGROUND AND M OTIVATION
A. Brief History
The concept of AP originated in 1950’s and had been recognized as one of the two most promising computing models
together with the von Neumann model. The development of
AP underwent several important stages in history. In 1970’s,
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Foster laid the foundation for AP by providing a comprehensive overview of the related theory, design, algorithms and
applications [20]. Potter and his team carried forward the
efforts from early AP prototypes such as STARAN [18] and
MPP [7] at Goodyear Aerospace Corporation. They further
developed an associative programming model and language
[44]. However, the excitement ﬁzzled soon after that, due to
the cost limitation.

vector (Sum) and a carry vector (Cout). These vectors are
stored column-wise in the CAM array with one element stored
in one row (Fig. 2a). The output vectors (result and carry) are
initialized to zero. Then a lookup table is generated for this
1-bit addition (Fig. 2b) and a sequence of search and write
operations is carried out to perform this computation (Fig. 2c).
Speciﬁcally, an input pattern in the lookup table is compared
against the contents in the corresponding bit columns of all
words in parallel, tagging the matches; then computation result
(logic ‘1’) is written into the corresponding bit column (Sum
or Cout) of all tagged words. As shown in Fig. 2c, traditional
AP needs 14 operations to complete this 1-bit addition. Other
complex operations (e.g., multiplication) can be performed
using the same method.

B. Traditional AP
AP is a parallel machine model that is inherently different
from traditional von Neumann model. In von Neumann model,
the processor reads input data from the memory and writes
computation results back afterwards. Data movement occurs
through the system bus and memory hierarchies, all of which
impose signiﬁcant latency and energy penalties. Conversely,
AP operates concurrently on every word where the data is
stored, eliminating the need for data movement. Because of the
massive word-level parallelism, applications with high datalevel parallelism are the suitable workloads for AP.
Key
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Fig. 2. The 1-bit addition with carry is used as an example to illustrate the
SIMD computations performed by traditional AP. The corresponding (a) data
layout, (b) lookup table and (c) sequence of search/write operations are drawn.

Fig. 1. (a) The abstract machine model of the traditional AP. Examples are
drawn to illustrate the (b) search and (c) write operation. The bit selectivity
enabled by the mask register is also illustrated. Reduction tree is not drawn
in (b, c) for simplicity.

D. Limitations of Traditional AP
The execution model of traditional AP has two major
limitations that could outweigh the beneﬁts obtained from the
massive word-level parallelism. At ﬁrst, this execution model
can only search a single input pattern in one search operation
(Single-Search-Single-Pattern), as shown in Fig. 2c. As the
number of input patterns in the lookup table exponentially
increases with respect to the computation complexity (data
width, type, etc.), this limited search capability leads to a large
number of search operations (thus a long execution time) for
complex computations. Another limitation is that it needs to
perform a write operation after each search operation (SingleSearch-Single-Write, Fig. 2c). This leads to 1) a large number
of write operations considering the ﬁrst limitation, and 2) a
low write parallelism (the ratio between the number of tagged
words and stored words), since write is performed based on
the search result of a single input pattern (few tagged words).

Fig. 1a depicts the abstract machine model of traditional AP.
The main building blocks are the content-addressable memory
(CAM) array, special-purpose registers (key, mask and tags)
and a reduction tree. Speciﬁcally, CAM contains an array
of bit cells organized in word rows and bit columns. The
key register stores the value that can be compared against
(Fig. 1b) or written into (Fig. 1c) the CAM words. The mask
register deﬁnes the active ﬁelds for compare/search and write
operations, enabling bit selectivity (Fig. 1b, c). Tag registers
store comparison results for words and are set to logic ‘1’ upon
matches (Fig. 1b). The combination of key and mask can be
used to write the selected bit columns of all tagged words
in parallel (Fig. 1c). Finally, the reduction tree post-processes
the comparison results. Since all word rows perform the same
operation (search or write), one word row can be viewed as
one SIMD slot.

E. Ternary Content-Addressable Memory (TCAM)
This subsection brieﬂy describes the 2D2R TCAM architecture that is used to build Hyper-AP. Fig. 3a depicts the
structure of the crossbar-based TCAM, where one 1D1R cell
(one bidirectional diode and one RRAM element) is placed
at the intersection of one search line (SL) and one match

C. A Simple Motivating Example
AP performs computation in a bit-serial and word-parallel
manner, which is illustrated in Fig. 2 through the 1-bit addition
with carry example. In this example, three vectors that have N
1-bit elements (A, B and Cin) are added to produce a result
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line (ML). As shown in Fig. 3b, two adjacent 1D1R cells
are paired to store one TCAM bit and two adjacent SLs
are paired to represent one bit in the search key. During
the search operation, MLs are ﬁrst precharged to Vpre and
become ﬂoating, then SLs are driven to VH or VL based on the
input search key and mask. These three voltages are carefully
selected (Vpre ≈ VH > VL ) so that only the difference
between Vpre and VL is large enough to turn on the diode.
Consequently, a mismatch between the search key and stored
word leads to a large discharging current (bottom ML in Fig.
3b), while the match case only has a small discharging current
(top ML in Fig. 3b). We use the sense ampliﬁer designed in
[39] to sense discharging current and generate search results.
‘V/3’ scheme [11] is used to write selected RRAMs (Fig.
3c) and diodes can effectively suppress the leakage current
in these unselected cells (sneak paths). More details on the
2D2R TCAM architecture can be found in [57] and a chip
demonstration can be found in [60].
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Fig. 3. (a) The structure of the crossbar-based TCAM. (b) A conceptual
diagram to illustrate the search operation, where the top ML is the match
case, while the bottom ML is the mismatch case. (c) A conceptual diagram
to illustrate the write operation.
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III. H YPER -AP E XECUTION M ODEL
In this paper, we propose Hyper-AP that has a new abstract
machine model and an enhanced execution model to address
the limitations of traditional AP (Section II-D). The new
abstract machine model (Fig. 4a) has three modiﬁcations
compared with the traditional one (Fig. 1a). At ﬁrst, the CAM
array is replaced by the ternary content-addressable memory
(TCAM) array that can store an additional don’t care state
(denoted by ‘X’) to match both ‘0’ and ‘1’ input (Fig. 4b).
Moreover, the key register is modiﬁed to store an additional
input state (denoted by ‘Z’). This input state only matches ‘X’
state (Fig. 4c) and is also used to write ‘X’ into selected bit
columns of tagged words (Fig. 4d). Finally, an accumulation
unit is added for each tag register to perform logic OR
function between the search result and the value stored in the
corresponding tag register (Fig. 4c).
Enabled by the abstract machine model, Hyper-AP provides
an enhanced execution model to fully address the limitations
in the traditional execution model. Speciﬁcally, enabled by
the TCAM and the ternary key register, we extend the twobit encoding technique (proposed by Li et al. [39]) to enhance the search capability and address the ﬁrst limitation
(Single-Search-Single-Pattern). Two-bit encoding technique is
proposed to improve the performance of TCAM peripheral
circuits by encoding a pair of bits in words (Fig. 5a) and
search key (Fig. 5b). Nevertheless, TCAM enhanced with this
encoding technique still searches a single pattern in one search
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operation (Fig. 5b). In this paper, we extend this encoding
technique by adding several search keys (Fig. 5c), so that the
proposed execution model can search multiple input patterns
in a single search operation (Single-Search-Multi-Pattern). For
instance, a 4-bit search key 1001 will match encoded words
X0X1, X00X, 1XX1 and 1X0X if ﬁrst (last) two bits are paired
and encoded. These encoded words are then translated into
original words 0001, 0010, 1101 and 1110 based on Fig. 5a,
thereby searching four input patterns in one search operation.
With the enhanced search capability, Hyper-AP only needs 4
search operations to complete the 1-bit addition (Fig. 5d) using
the data layout drawn in Fig. 2a and the lookup table shown
in Fig. 2b. The number of search operations is 1.8× fewer
than that in the traditional AP (Fig. 2c), and larger reduction
can be achieved for more complex computations, e.g., 5.3×
for 32-bit addition. It is also worth pointing out that Hyper-AP
can store a single bit without encoding, such as Cin in this
example. The search key used for the non-encoded bits is the
same as that in the traditional AP.
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Fig. 4. (a) The abstract machine model of Hyper-AP with the modiﬁcations
highlighted in green. (b) State ‘X’ matches both ‘0’ and ‘1’ input, and (c)
input ‘Z’ only matches state ‘X’. (c) The accumulation unit performs logic
OR function. (d) Input ‘Z’ can also be used to write state ‘X’.

To address the second limitation, the enhanced execution
model performs one write operation after multiple search
operations (Multi-Search-Single-Write), which is enabled by
the accumulation unit. For instance, the write operation for
Sum is only performed once after all input patterns related
to Sum are searched (Fig. 5d). This reduces the number of
write operations by 3.5× compared with traditional AP (Fig.
2c), and larger reduction can be achieved for more complex
computations, e.g., 25.5× for 32-bit addition. Moreover, as
write operations are performed based on the accumulated
search results of multiple input patterns, the proposed exe-
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1) Search: The Search instruction compares the value stored
in the key register with the active ﬁeld (deﬁned by the mask
register) of all stored words in parallel, and the comparison
result is stored into the tag registers. In this operation, the
accumulation unit will be enabled if the 1-bit <acc> is set to
‘1’, otherwise, the accumulation unit is disabled (<acc>=0).
Moreover, the search result will be sent to the Encoder (Fig.
6d) if the 1-bit <encode> is set to ‘1’.
2) Write: The Write instruction will write the value stored
in the key into the TCAM cell selected by the 8-bit column
address (<col>) for all tagged words, if the 1-bit <encode>
is set to ‘0’. This instruction can also sequentially write the 2bit encoded value generated by the Encoder into two selected
TCAM cells (<col> and <col>+1) when the <encode> is
set to ‘1’. This instruction will take 12 cycles if it writes a
single TCAM cell (1 cycle for decoding address, 1 cycle for
setting the key register and 10 cycles for writing one RRAM
cell), and it will take 23 cycles if it writes two TCAM cells (1
cycle for decoding address, 2 cycle for setting the key register
twice and 20 cycles for writing two RRAM cells).

cution model achieves a higher write parallelism compared
with traditional AP. With these improvements, the proposed
execution model can complete the 1-bit addition with just 6
operations (Fig. 5d), which is 2.3× fewer than that in the
traditional execution model (Fig. 2c).
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Fig. 5. (a) The word encoding and (b) the search keys used in the original twobit encoding technique [39]. (c) We extend this encoding technique by adding
several search keys. (d) With these new search keys, Hyper-AP can search
multiple input patterns in one search operation and only needs 6 operations
to complete the 1-bit addition.
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Cycles

Length (Byte)

Search
Write
SetKey
Count
Index
MovR
ReadR
WriteR
SetTag
ReadTag
Broadcast
Wait

<acc><encode>
<col><encode>
<imm>

1
12/23
1
4
4
5
Variable
Variable
1
1
1
Variable

1
2
65
1
1
1
3
67
1
1
2
2

<dir>
<addr>
<addr><imm>

<group mask>
<cycle>

3) SetKey: The SetKey instruction set the key and mask
register according to the 512-bit <imm> value. A pair of two
bits in <imm> is used to set one bit in the key and mask.
Speciﬁcally, a bit of mask will be set to ‘1’ and a bit of key
will be set to ‘1’/‘0’ if the corresponding two bits in <imm>
is ‘01’/‘10’. A bit of key (mask) will be set to ‘1’ (‘0’) if the
corresponding two bits are ‘11’ (represent input ‘Z’), and will
be set to ‘0’ (‘0’) if they are ‘00’.
4) Count: The Count instruction performs the population
count operation and returns the number of the tagged words.
5) Index: The Index instruction performs the priority encoding operation and returns the index of the ﬁrst tagged word.
6) MovR: The MovR instruction reads the value in the data
register of one PE and stores it into the data register of its
adjacent PE. The direction is determined by the 2-bit <dir>.
Speciﬁcally, this value will be stored into the data register
of the PE on the top/left/right/bottom side if <dir> is set to
‘00’/‘01’/‘10’/‘11’.
7) ReadR: The ReadR instruction reads the value stored
in the data register (Fig. 6c) of the PE selected by the 17-

IV. H YPER -AP A RCHITECTURE
In this section, we ﬁrst describe the instruction set architecture (ISA) that is utilized by our custom compilation framework (Section V-B) to construct arbitrary arithmetic/logic
computations with ﬂexible data types. We then present the
micro-architecture that implements the abstract machine model
of Hyper-AP (Fig. 4a).
A. Instruction Set Architecture
The proposed ISA contains 12 instructions that are grouped
into three categories (Table I). The Compute instructions are
used to perform the associative operations (e.g., search), while
the Data Manipulate instructions are used to read/write data
registers. The Control instructions are used to set the Group
Mask register and synchronize the execution. The functionality
of these instructions is described as follows.
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bit <addr>and stores this value into the data buffer of the
top-level controller.
8) WriteR: The WriteR instruction stores the 512-bit immediate value (<imm>) into the data register of the PE selected
by the 17-bit <addr>.
9) SetTag: The SetTag instruction reads the value stored in
the data register of one PE and stores it into the tag registers
of the same PE.
10) ReadTag: The ReadTag instruction reads the value
stored in the tag registers of one PE and stores it into the
data register of the same PE.
11) Broadcast: The Broadcast instruction stores the 8bit value speciﬁed by <group mask> into the group mask
register in the controller.
12) Wait: The Wait instruction stops the execution of one
group for a certain number of cycles (speciﬁed by the 8bit <cycle>). This instruction is used by the compilation
framework (Section V-B) to synchronize the execution between groups. This synchronization can be realized since the
instructions used for computation (Compute category) have
deterministic latency and the number of cycles that one group
needs to wait can be resolved at the ofﬂine compilation time.

B. Micro-Architecture
The proposed Hyper-AP adopts a hierarchical architecture
as shown in Fig. 6a. Speciﬁcally, Hyper-AP comprises a
number of banks (Fig. 6b), and each bank is divided into
a set of subarrays (Fig. 6c). One subarray further contains
multiple PEs (Fig. 6d), and one PE is a SIMD AP unit. The
micro-architecture of the PE is shown in Fig. 7. At the top
level, banks are grouped to share the instruction memory and
dispatch unit, thereby reducing the control overhead. Banks in
the same group execute the same instruction (SIMD) to exploit
data-level parallelism (DLP), while banks in different groups
can execute different instructions to exploit the instructionlevel parallelism (ILP). This also allows us to run multiple
applications concurrently to exploit task-level parallelism.
Therefore, Hyper-AP can be viewed as an MIMD architecture.
A global data network (yellow data path in Fig. 6a) is included
for the data communication between Data Buffer and banks.
In addition, one bank is also connected with the adjacent
bank (green data path) to realize a high-bandwidth and lowlatency local data communication. As shown in Fig. 6c, a local
controller is included in each subarray, which conﬁgures the
key/mask registers and other peripheral circuits of the PEs
based on the received instructions.
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Fig. 7. (a) One PE comprises two RRAM crossbar arrays that implement
the TCAM array. Each crossbar array contains 256 × 256 (b) 1D1R cells,
(c) a column control logic and (d) a shared row control logic. (e) These two
crossbar arrays can be monolithically 3D stacked on top of the CMOS circuits
without consuming die area.

Fig. 6. (a) Hyper-AP adopts a hierarchical architecture and comprises a
number of banks. (b) Each bank is divided into a set of subarrays, and (c)
one subarray further contains several PEs. (d) One PE is a SIMD AP unit
to implement the abstract machine model described in Fig. 4a. The microarchitecture of the PE is shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7 depicts the micro-architecture of one PE (Fig. 6d),
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which comprises 1) two RRAM crossbar arrays based on
1D1R cell (contains 1 diode [34] and 1 RRAM element [12])
to implement the TCAM array in Fig. 4a, 2) input registers to
implement the special purpose key and mask registers in Fig.
4a, 3) output registers to implement the tag registers in Fig. 4a,
4) OR gates and multiplexers to implement the Accumulation
Unit in Fig. 4a, 5) an adder tree and priority encoder to
implement the reduction tree in Fig. 4a, 6) sense ampliﬁers
(SAs) [39] for search operation and write drivers (WDs) for
write operations, 7) two-bit encoders to encode the search
results, and 8) column control logic including column decoder
and driver. Note that, there is no one-to-one correspondence
between 6-8 and the abstract machine model of Hyper-AP (Fig.
4a), but they are critical circuits to support AP operations.
The TCAM array design used in this architecture differs
from the one used in previous works [37] [56] [25], and has
been optimized to reduce the write latency. Speciﬁcally, previous works use a single RRAM crossbar array to implement
the TCAM array and one TCAM bit is stored in two 1D1R
cells. Writing a TCAM bit needs to sequentially write these
two cells as they share the same write circuit. To reduce the
write latency, we use two RRAM crossbar arrays to implement
the TCAM array (Fig. 7a) and the two 1D1R cells of one
TCAM bit are in different arrays. Since each array has its
own write circuit, this TCAM design can write the two cells
of one TCAM bit in parallel to halve the write latency.
We employ the same RRAM crossbar array design as the
one used in [36] [57], which can be monolithically stacked
on top of the CMOS logic without consuming die area (Fig.
7e). To balance the performance, power and cost, the crossbar
array size is chosen to be 256 × 256, and the TCAM array
(two crossbar arrays) can store 256 256-bit words (256 SIMD
slots). For the search operation, the column decode logic drives
the search-lines (SLs) based on the data stored in the key
and mask registers and the SAs are activated to sense the
match-lines (MLs). Details on the sensing mechanism can be
found [39] [57]. The sensing results from the two crossbar
arrays are ANDed to generate the ﬁnal search result. For the
associative write operation, the WDs drive the SLs/MLs to the
required voltages based on the key/mask/tag values. The ‘V/3’
write scheme [11] is applied to effectively reduce the leakage
current on sneak paths to improve the write performance and
reliability. Note that, 1D1R cells in one column (connected to
the same SL) can be written in parallel to improve the write
throughput.

environment and minimize the efforts for porting programs
across different platforms (thus reducing the development
cost for Hyper-AP). Users write programs to describe the
instruction stream that is applied on a single data stream. Our
compilation framework then automatically applies this instruction stream onto multiple data streams (Fig. 8). To realize the
data alignment for SIMD computations, two constraints are
applied on user programs, i.e., 1) loops can be unrolled at
the compilation time and the number of loop iterations is the
same across all data streams, and 2) pointer chasing operations
are not supported. Conditional statements are supported by
executing the computations on all branches, as illustrated in
Fig. 13b. Nevertheless, it is necessary to minimize the number
of conditional statements, since the branch divergence issue
causes performance degradation (similar to that in GPGPU
[28]). To explore the ﬂexibility provided by AP, this C-like
language supports three data types (unsigned int, int and bool)
and the integer data types can have an arbitrary bit width
(declared by users), as shown in Fig. 8. This C-like language
also supports C structure, so that users can deﬁne their own
custom data types.
// A program that add two 5-bit variable
Vector C Vector A Vector B
unsigned int (6) main (
// Two 5-bit unsigned int
unsigned int (5) a,
unsigned int (5) b
Compile
){
// Declare 6-bit unsigned int variable
unsigned int (6) c;
// Perform 5-bit addition
c = a + b;
One data
// Return computation result
stream
return c;
}
Apply on multiple data streams
Instruction stream on a single data stream

Fig. 8. A C-like language is provided as the programming interface for
Hyper-AP. Users write programs to describe the instruction stream for a single
data stream, and the compilation framework applies this instruction stream on
multiple data streams.

B. Compilation Flow
Fig. 9 depicts the compilation framework for Hyper-AP
that comprises ﬁve steps: dataﬂow graph (DFG) generation,
DFG clustering, and-inverter graph (AIG) generation, lookup
table generation and code generation. Four optimization techniques have been applied in this compilation ﬂow: 1) function
overloading in the AIG generation, 2) two-bits encoding, 3)
operation merging and 4) operand embedding in the lookup
table generation.
DFG Generation

Applications

RTL Library

DFG Clustering

C-like language

V. C OMPILATION F RAMEWORK AND S YSTEM
I NTEGRATION

Code Generation

Lookup Table Generation
Optimization: 1) Two-Bit Encoding

Machine Code

In this section, we ﬁrst describe the programming interface
of Hyper-AP and then present the compilation framework as
well as the optimization techniques applied in the compilation
ﬂow. Finally, we brieﬂy describe the system integration.

2) Operation Merging 3) Operand Embedding

AIG Generation
Optimization:
1) Function Overloading

Fig. 9. The compilation ﬂow for Hyper-AP.

1) DFG Generation: This step parses applications written
in the C-like language, performs necessary check to ensure the
correctness, and converts it into a DFG. We develop a custom
tool for this step.
2) DFG Clustering: This step groups the DFG nodes into
clusters, and computation in one cluster is performed in one

A. Programming Interface
We use a C-like language as the programming interface
for Hyper-AP to maximally reuse the existing development
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SIMD slot (i.e., one word row in a PE), as illustrated in Fig.
10. The goal of this step is to minimize the number of edges
between clusters, thereby minimizing the number of data copy
operations between SIMD slots, which is slow in RRAMbased AP due to the long write latency. We develop a custom
tool that uses the heuristic algorithm [42] to cluster the DFG
nodes. This clustering algorithm is widely used in the FPGA
compilation ﬂow, and we adapt it into our compilation ﬂow
by providing a new cost function (Equation 1), i.e., the cost
of cluster i is the sum of the cost of its input clusters (cluster
j) and the number of input edges.

Cost0 [j]) + Ninput edges
(1)
Cost0 [i] = (
A

C

B

+
Cluster 0

D

×
+

E

F

×

SIMD
Slot 0

SIMD
Slot 1

Cluster 0

Cluster 1

Cluster 1

+
G

of total entries in all lookup tables and the number of writes,
thereby reducing the execution time. We develop a custom
tool that adapts the heuristic algorithm [42] used in the FPGA
technology mapping stage for this step. Two modiﬁcations
are applied on this algorithm. At ﬁrst, the limitation on the
number of inputs for each cluster is set to 12. We choose
this limitation since generating larger clusters only provides
a marginal performance improvement (throughput/energy) but
substantially increases the compilation time. This also limits
the number of bits of the input patterns (thus the search key
length) and improves the robustness of the search operation.
Moreover, a new cost function is provided (Equation 2), i.e.,
the cost of cluster i is the sum of the cost of its input clusters
(cluster j), the number of patterns in the lookup table and
the write latency. Note that, the ratio between the latency of
the write operation and the read/search operation is deﬁned
as α. By changing the α value, the compilation framework
can generate the optimal compilation results for different AP
implementations, e.g. CMOS-based AP and RRAM-based AP.

Costi [j]) + Npatterns + α
(2)
Cost1 [i] = (

Data Copy

Cluster 2
Cluster 2
Time

Three optimization techniques are applied in this step.
a) Two-Bit Encoding: The extended two-bit encoding technique (Fig. 5c) is applied to encode the lookup table entries.
We notice that different bit pairings lead to different numbers
of search operations, as illustrated in Fig. 11. In order to obtain
the optimal bit pairing, our custom tool 1) enumerates all
possible pairings, 2) counts the number of search operations,
and 3) chooses the optimal pairing with the minimum number
of searches. Since the number of bits in input patterns is
limited (<=12), the search space of this step is small.
b) Operation Merging: The clustering operation in the AIG
graph can cross the boundary of the DFG nodes, thus, this
step can merge multiple operations to eliminate the write of
the intermediate results, as illustrated in Fig. 12a.

Fig. 10. A conceptual diagram to illustrate the DFG clustering operation.
The computation in one cluster is performed in one SIMD slot (one row in a
PE), and inter-cluster edges indicate data copy between SIMD slots.

3) AIG Generation: For each cluster generated in Step 2,
this step replaces the DFG nodes by the corresponding RTL
implementations (a netlist of logic gates) provided in the RTL
library to generate an AIG for this cluster. This RTL library
contains a large number of RTL implementations to support
various operations, which are either 1) developed by experts
with a hand-optimized performance, or 2) developed by users
using high-level programming languages (e.g. C and OpenCL)
and high-level synthesis tools [52] [16] [17] to support custom
operations. We develop a custom tool for this step to ﬁnd
the appropriate RTL implementation for a given DFG node.
This custom tool provides a function overloading capability to
reduce the programming complexity, which is similar to that
in the C++ programming language. Speciﬁcally, users can use
the same operator (e.g. +) or function name for the different
operands (e.g. 8-bit integer or 32-bit unsigned integer). The
custom tool ﬁnds the appropriate RTL implementation based
on the operation type and the data type/precision of the
operands.
4) Lookup Table Generation: This step groups the AIG
nodes into clusters and generates the lookup table for each
cluster. This is similar to the technology mapping stage in
FPGA compilation ﬂow [41], which generates 6-input lookup tables (LUTs) for a given AIG. Nevertheless, there are
two differences between this step and the technology mapping
stage. 1) The number of inputs for each cluster is not limited
to 6 in this step, but is limited by the search key length, which
is 256 in Hyper-AP. 2) The optimization goals are different.
The technology mapping stage is designed to minimize the
critical path length, thereby improving the FPGA operating
frequency. While this step is designed to minimize the number
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A and C (B and D) are paired and encoded
Search AC=0Z, BD=Z0 (Pattern ABCD=1000)
Search AC=Z0, BD=0Z (Pattern ABCD=0100)
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Four Searches
A and B (C and D) are paired and encoded
One Search
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Fig. 11. Different bit pairings lead to different number of search operations.

c) Operand Embedding: This step embeds immediate
operands into the lookup table through the constant propagation. This optimization reduces the number of search
operations (Fig. 12b), thereby reducing the execution time
of the corresponding operation. This is a unique feature of
Hyper-AP, while operations have ﬁxed execution time in the
state-of-the-art computing device (e.g., GPU) or previous PIM
processors (e.g., IMP [21]).
5) Code Generation: This step generates a sequence of
SetKey, Search and Write instructions. It then allocates SIMD
processors to execute these instructions, and insert the broadcast instruction (Table I) based on the allocation result. Since
the instructions used in computation (Compute category in
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Table I) have deterministic latency, this step can calculate
the execution time for each SIMD processor and insert the
wait instruction to synchronize the execution between SIMD
processors if necessary. We develop a custom tool for this step.
Fig. 13 gives two examples to show the sequence of search
and write operations for 1) arithmetic computations that cannot
be completed in a single pass (i.e., just use one large lookup
table with many inputs), and 2) the conditional statement.
unsigned int (3) main (
unsigned int (1) a,
unsigned int (1) b,
unsigned int (1) c,
unsigned int (1) d
){
unsigned int (2) e, f;
unsigned int (3) g;
e = a + b;
f = c + d;
g = e + f;
return g;
}

Without operation
merging
8 Search, 7 Write
(a)
unsigned int (3) main (
unsigned int (2) a
){
unsigned int (2) b;
unsigned int (3) c;
// Immediate operand
b = 2;
c = a + b;
return c;
}

Without operand
embedding
(b) 5 Search

// a and b are paired
// c and d are paired
// e[0] and f[0] are paired
// e[1] and f[1] are paired
Search ab=01 // ab=01 or 10
Write e[0]=1
Search ab=1Z // ab=11
Write e[1]=1
Search cd=01 // cd=01 or 10
Write f[0]=1
Search cd=1Z // cd=11
Write f[1]=1
// e[0]f[0]=01 or 10
Search e[0]f[0]=01
Write g[0]=1
// e[0]f[0]=01, 10 or 00
// e[1]f[1]=01 or 10
Search e[1]f[1]=01, e[0]f[0]=0// e[0]f[0]=11, e[1]f[1]=00 or 11
Search e[1]f[1]=10, e[0]f[0]=1Z
Write g[1]=1
// e[1]f[1]=11
Search e[1]f[1]=1Z
Write g[2]=1

unsigned int (3) main (
unsigned int (2) a,
unsigned int (2) b
){
unsigned int (3) c;
// A 2-bit addition
c = a + b;
return c;
}
unsigned int (1) main (
unsigned int (1) a
){
unsigned int (1) b;
if (a == 1)
b = arith_expr0;
else
b = arith_expr1;
return b;
}

// a and b are paired
// c and d are paired
// ab=01 or 10, cd=00 or 11
Search ab=01, cd=10
// ab=00 or 11, cd=01 or 10
Search ab=10, cd=01
Write g[0]=1
// ab=11, cd=00
Search ab=1Z, cd=Z0
// ab=01, 10 or 11
// and cd=01 or 10
Search ab= -1, cd=01
// ab=00, 01 or 10, cd=11
Search ab=0- , cd=1Z
Write g[1]=1
// ab=11, cd=11
Search ab=1Z, cd=1Z
Write g[2]=1

// a[0]b[0]=01 or 10
Search a[0]b[0]=01
Write c[0]=1
// a[0]b[0]=00, 01 or 10
// a[1]b[1]=01 or 10
Search a[1]b[1]=01, a[0]b[0]=0// a[0]b[0]=11, a[1]b[1]=00 or 11
Search a[1]b[1]=10, a[0]b[0]=1Z
Write c[1]=1
// a[1]b[1]=11
Search a[1]b[1]=1Z
// a[1]b[1]=01 or 10, a[0]b[0]=11
Search a[1]b[1]=01, a[0]b[0]=1Z
Write c[2]=1

(a)
(b)

Compile

// Two additional bit columns c, d are
// allocated to store the intermediate results
// Search sequence for arith_expr0
Write c=1
// Search sequence for arith_expr1
Write d=1

Operation
merging
6 Search, 3 Write

// a[0] and b[0] are paired
// a[1] and b[1] are paired

Compile

// a[i] and b[i] are paired and encoded
// An additional bit column d is allocated
// to store the intermediate carry
// Search pattern a[0]b[0]=01 or 10
Search a[0]=0 b[0]=1
Write c[0]=1
// Search pattern a[0]b[0]=11
Search a[0]=1 b[0]=Z
Write d=1
// Search pattern a[1]b[1]=01 or 10
//
and d=0
Search a[1]=0 b[1]=1 d=0
// Search pattern a[1]b[1]=11 or 00
//
and d=1
Search a[1]=1 b[1]=0 d=1
Write c[1]=1
// Search pattern a[1]b[1]=01 or 10
//
and d=1
Search a[1]=0 b[1]=1 d=0
// Search pattern a[1]b[1]=11
Search a[1]=1 b[1]=Z
Write c[2]=1
// Search pattern a=1 c=1
// a and c are not encoded
Search a=1 c=1
// Search pattern a=0 d=1
// a and d are not encoded
Search a=0 b=1
Write b=1

Fig. 13. (a) The sequence of search and write for the 2-bit addition. In this
example, the limitation on the number of inputs of the lookup table is 3 (12 in
the actual implementation), thus, multiple lookup tables are used to calculate
one output bit (i.e., c[1] and c[2]). (b) A simple example to illustrate the
handling of conditional statements.

// a[0]=1
Search a[0]=1
Write c[0]=1
// a[1]=0
Search a[1]=0
Write c[1]=1
// a[1]=1
Search a[1]=1
Write c[2]=1

A. Experimental Setup
1) Benchmark Selection:
Two sets of benchmarks with varying size and complexity
are used to evaluate the proposed Hyper-AP.
The benchmarks in the ﬁrst set are relatively small and
are synthetically generated to evaluate the computation capability of Hyper-AP. Speciﬁcally, these benchmarks comprise
arithmetic operations that are performed in one SIMD slot
(thus no inter-PE communication) to show the peak computing
performance (e.g. throughput) achieved by Hyper-AP. These
benchmarks are also used to show the performance improvement obtained from the 1) ﬂexible data precision support, 2)
operation merging, and 3) operand embedding.
The benchmarks in the second set are benchmarks from the
Rodinia suite [10] and are used to evaluate both computation
and communication performance of Hyper-AP. These benchmarks have also been used in the recent work IMP [21], the
baseline in our evaluation. To provide a fair comparison, we
also convert the ﬂoating point numbers in these benchmarks
into ﬁxed point numbers, which is the same as that in IMP. The
native data set of each benchmark is used, and more details
on the benchmark and data set can be found in [21].
2) Baseline:
The recent work IMP [21] is used as a baseline to provide
an apple-to-apple comparison, since it provides the same PIM
capability as Hyper-AP does, i.e., performing general-purpose
computation in-situ in the RRAM memory array. To make our
evaluation complete, we also include GPU (Nvidia Titan XP)
as it is the most popular and commercially available computing

Operand
embedding
3 Search

Fig. 12. (a) Merging operations reduces the number of write operations. (b)
Embedding immediate operands into lookup tables reduces the number of
search operations.

C. System Integration
Hyper-AP can be easily integrated into current systems in
the same way as other hardware accelerators (e.g. GPU, FPGA
and IMP). For instance, PCIe [2] can be applied to provide a
high-performance interconnection for the integration. The host
processor loads data into Hyper-AP before the computation
start, and then streams the instructions into Hyper-AP to
perform computation.
VI. E VALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the performance of RRAMbased Hyper-AP on a set of synthetic benchmarks and benchmarks from Rodinia benchmark suite [10]. We also conﬁrm
that the proposed execution model (Section III) is more beneﬁcial for the RRAM-based AP by evaluating the performance
improvement on CMOS-based and RRAM-based AP. In the
following subsections, we ﬁrst describe the experimental setup,
then present the evaluation results.
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since one row is one SIMD slot in Hyper-AP, while one
SIMD slot occupies 16 rows in IMP. Moreover, Hyper-AP
provides a higher degree of parallelism with a similar die
area and less power consumption compared with IMP, since
Hyper-AP does not need the power-hungry and area-inefﬁcient
ADC/DAC. The results of GPU and IMP are obtained from
the reference [21]. The area of Hyper-AP is obtained from the
custom physical design. Fig. 14 shows the physical design of
a single PE. Note that PEs in the same subarray can share the
key/mask registers, thus, these registers are placed in the local
controller instead of in each PE. Moreover, two bits (one in
key register and one in mask register) are used to store the
three states of one search key bit (0, 1 and -) in traditional
AP, and one combination of these two bits are not used. In
Hyper-AP, we use this combination to store the additonal Z
input state without increasing the size of key/mask registers.
By monolithically stacking the RRAM crossbar arrays on top
of the CMOS circuits, the area of one PE is minimized and is
measured as 53.12×49.72μm2 at the 32nm CMOS technology
node (the same as that in IMP). This physical design also
provides key parameters (e.g., parasitic capacitance/resistance)
for the circuit simulation to obtain the operating frequency and
power consumption.

Parameter

GPU(1-card)

IMP

Hyper-AP

SIMD Slots
Frequency
Area
TDP

3840
1.58 GHz
471mm2
250W
3MB L2
12GB DRAM

2097152
20 MHz
494mm2
416W
1GB
RRAM

33554432
1GHz
452 mm2
335W
1GB
RRAM

Memory

3) Simulation Setup:
For Hyper-AP, 1) benchmarks are mapped using our compilation framework (Section V-B), 2) the delay and power
consumption are obtained from the HSPICE simulation (32nm
PTM HP model [5]), and 3) the area is measured based on
our custom physical design. More speciﬁcally, two Verilog-A
modules are created to simulate the behavior of the RRAM
device [23] and the diode [34]. The characteristics of the
RRAM device are (1) Ron /Rof f = 20kΩ/300kΩ and 2)
1.9V@10ns/1.6V@10ns pulse for SET/RESET operation. The
turn on voltage of the diode is 0.4V [34]. The capacitance
of SL/ML is extracted from the physical design of PE. Note
that, since Hyper-AP executes instructions in order, instruction
latency is deterministic, and the inter-PE communication (local
data path in Fig. 6) has ﬁxed latency, the performance can be
accurately calculated based on the compilation results. The
performance results of GPU and IMP baseline are obtained
from the reference [21]. As GPU, IMP and Hyper-AP have
distinct execution model and architecture, we apply the same
evaluation method as IMP [21] to ensure a fair performance
comparison. In particular, we have the same assumption as
[21] that GPU, IMP and Hyper-AP are integrated into the
system as standalone accelerators, and the input data has been
preloaded into the on-board memory of GPU and the memory
array of IMP/Hyper-AP before the execution starts.
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Fig. 15. The latency, throughput, power efﬁciency and area efﬁciency results
for ﬁve representative arithmetic operations using 32-bit unsigned integer.
Improvement over IMP is highlighted. The reported benchmark latency of
GPU contains the off-chip memory access time and the latency of arithmetic
operations (obtained from [4]). In comparison, the benchmark latency of
IMP and Hyper-AP is equal to the latency of the corresponding arithmetic
operations, as IMP and Hyper-AP 1) perform computations inside the memory
array without accessing the external memory, and 2) can effectively hide the
instruction decoding/dispatching latency by overlapping it with computations,
while GPU is throughput optimized and not effective to hide the long memory
access latency due to the in-order core and limited on-chip memory.
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device that provides massive parallelism. Finally, traditional
AP is also included in the performance comparison to better
illustrate the effectiveness of proposed optimization techniques
and the impact of technologies (CMOS and RRAM).

C. Operation Study

SA+WD
Two-bit Encoder

In this subsection, the latency, throughput, power efﬁciency
and area efﬁciency are evaluated using the ﬁrst synthetic
benchmark set. This benchmark set can be further divided into
three subgroups that are used to 1) evaluate the performance
of a single operation (add, multiple, divide, square root and
exponential) on 32-bit integers, 2) evaluate the performance

Fig. 14. The physical design of one PE (32nm technology).

B. Conﬁguration Studied
Table II summarizes the important parameters of the three
systems compared in this evaluation. Hyper-AP provides 16×
more SIMD slots than IMP under the same memory capacity,
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Moreover, Hyper-AP can also improve the performance by
embedding the immediate operands into the lookup tables
to reduce the number of search operations. Fig. 17 shows
the performance results for three operations with immediate
operand. On average, Hyper-AP can achieve an additional
1.6× improvement on latency, throughput, power efﬁciency
and area efﬁciency compared with the results reported in Fig.
15. Note that, square root and exponential are unary operations, and will be computed by the compiler if it has immediate
operand. Thus, they are not included in this comparison.
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Fig. 17. The latency, throughput, power efﬁciency, and area efﬁciency results
for 1) three consecutive additions on 32-bit unsigned integer (Multi Add), and
2) computations with immediate operand (Add i, Mul i, Div i). Improvement
over IMP is highlighted.
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in Fig. 17, merging three additions can improve the HyperAP throughput (76 TOPS) by 1.3× compared with the nonmerged case (56 TOPS in Fig. 15). We note that IMP also
provides such operation merging capability and the execution
time of the merged operations is nearly the same as that of a
single operation, thus, the latency (throughput) gap between
Hyper-AP and IMP is increased (reduced). However, the operation merging capability of IMP is realized at the cost of higher
energy consumption as it requires a higher ADC resolution.
On the contrary, by reducing the number of search/write
operations, Hyper-AP reduces the energy consumption for the
merged operations. Therefore, Hyper-AP achieves 2.9× higher
power efﬁciency than IMP, which is 1.2× higher than that of
a single operation (2.4× in Fig. 15).

improvement obtained from the support of ﬂexible data precision, and 3) evaluate the effectiveness of the operation merging
and operand embedding techniques (Section V-B).
Fig. 15 presents the evaluation results for the ﬁrst subgroup.
Hyper-AP achieves up to 4.1× improvement in the throughput
compared with IMP, since Hyper-AP provides a higher degree
of parallelism (more SIMD slots), which compensates the
relatively longer execution latency in Hyper-AP (due to bitserial operation). Hyper-AP also improves the power efﬁciency
by 1.4 ∼ 2.4× for addition and multiplication compared
with IMP, since Hyper-AP does not use the power-hungry
ADC/DAC devices for computation. Hyper-AP achieves even
larger power efﬁciency improvement (up to 54×) for the
complex operations, since Hyper-AP supports efﬁcient shift
and bit-wise logical operations and can use simple iterative
methods [51] [46] [26] to perform these operations, while IMP
needs to use look-up table based method. Finally, Hyper-AP
also improves the area efﬁciency by 1.7 ∼ 4.4× compared
with IMP, since Hyper-AP uses simple circuits (e.g., sense
ampliﬁer) to perform computations, while IMP needs areainefﬁcient ADC/DAC for computations.

Exp

Fig. 16. The latency, throughput, power efﬁciency and area efﬁciency results
for ﬁve representative arithmetic operations using 16-bit unsigned integer.
Improvement over IMP is highlighted.

Hyper-AP provides support for a ﬂexible data precision,
while IMP only support computations using 32-bit integer.
Thus, Hyper-AP can achieve higher performance improvement
with a reduced data precision. As shown in Fig. 16, for the
addition operation, the performance improvement achieved
by Hyper-AP compared with IMP linearly increases with a
reduced precision (number of bits), i.e., an additional 2×
improvement is achieved by changing data precision from 32bit to 16-bit integer. For other complex operations, the performance improvement achieved by Hyper-AP quadratically
increases with a reduced precision, i.e., an additional 4×
improvement. This is because both the number of iterations
and the execution latency of each iteration reduce with a
reduced data precision.
Hyper-AP also provides two additional optimizations to
improve the performance. At ﬁrst, multiple operations can be
merged to improve the performance since the write operations for the intermediate results are eliminated. As shown

D. Application Study
In this subsection, we use the Rodinia kernels to evaluate
the performance of these three systems. As shown in Fig. 18,
Hyper-AP can achieve 3.3× speedup on average compared
with IMP. The reason for this improvement is two fold. At
ﬁrst, Hyper-AP provides 16× more SIMD slots than that in
IMP, which allows us to improve the performance by data
duplication. Moreover, Hyper-AP provides a high-bandwidth
and low latency inter-PE communication interface between
adjacent PEs (10ns latency and 51.2Gb/s bandwidth). With
an optimized data layout, this local data path can substantially
reduce the communication cost between SIMD slots in HyperAP. On the contrary, although IMP also optimizes its data
layout, it uses a router-based network for the communication
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write operations is reduced by 25.5×. As the ratio between
the latency of the write operation and search operation in
the RRAM-based implementation (Twrite /Tsearch = 10) is
much higher than that in the CMOS-based implementation
(Twrite /Tsearch = 1), a higher performance improvement can
be obtained in the RRAM-based implementation. We also note
that although CMOS-based Hyper-AP has a better latency (232
ns) compared with RRAM-based Hyper-AP (592 ns), CMOSbased Hyper-AP has a lower throughput (2.4 TOPS). This is
because, compared with RRAM-based TCAM, CMOS-based
TCAM has a much lower storage density, which substantially
increases the PE area for the CMOS-based AP (high implementation cost) and reduces the number of SIMD slots. Fig.
19b shows the breakdown of the throughput improvement,
which mainly comes from the additional search keys proposed
in this paper (Fig. 5c).

GPU

IMP

Hyper-AP

Kernel Speedup

104

3.3×

103
102
101
100

Normalized Energy Consumption

between SIMD slots, thereby having a relatively higher synchronization cost. We also note that IMP has a relatively higher
speedup on Backprop kernel than Hyper-AP. This is because
IMP natively supports dot-product multiplication, which is
heavily used in this kernel. However, this support is realized by
using the power-hungry ADC/DAC devices. Thus, IMP has a
23.8× higher energy consumption on average compared with
Hyper-AP, as shown in Fig. 18.
100
10-1
10-2

23.8×

10-3
10-4
10-5
10-6

VII. R ELATED W ORK
A. Associative Processing
The recent advances in emerging non-volatile memory have
fundamentally lowered the cost barrier of implementing AP.
Thus, a number of AP variants have been explored, which
are broadly divided into two classes, 1) application-speciﬁc
AP, represented by CAM or Ternary CAM (TCAM) [39]
[29] [9] [25] [24] [43] [30] [31] [32]. This type of AP only
supports parallel search operation to locate data records by the
content and relies on external ALUs or processors to perform
arithmetic computations. The computation parallelism is then
limited by the number of ALUs/processors. Several works
[39] [31] [32] use the two-bit encoding technique to improve
the search performance (latency and energy consumption), but
they still have a limited searching capability (Single-SearchSingle-Pattern), as they do not support the additional search
keys proposed in this paper (Fig. 5c). 2) General-purpose AP
[37] [56] [55] [35] that fully implements the execution model
described in Section II to perform SIMD computation in the
memory array. However, the performance of general-purpose
AP is fundamentally limited by the traditional execution model
that performs computation in the Single-Search-Single-Pattern
and Single-Search-Single-Write manner (Section II-D). HyperAP provides a new abstract machine model and an enhanced
execution model to fully address these limitations.

Latency (ns)

Fig. 18. The speedup (left) and energy consumption (right) results for
the Rodinia kernels. The energy consumption of Hyper-AP and IMP are
normalized to that of GPU.
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Fig. 19. (a) The performance improvement of the proposed Hyper-AP over
the traditional AP for both RRAM-based and CMOS-based implementations.
(b) The breakdown of the throughput improvement, which mainly comes from
the additional search keys (Fig. 5c).

E. Compare With Traditional AP
In this subsection, we use the 32-bit addition as an representative operation to evaluate the performance improvement
of the proposed Hyper-AP over the traditional AP for both
RRAM-based and CMOS-based implementations. Fig. 19a
shows that the proposed Hyper-AP is more beneﬁcial for
the RRAM-based implementation compared with the CMOSbased implementation. Speciﬁcally, the RRAM-based HyperAP can improve the latency/throughput by 36× compared
with the RRAM-based traditional AP. While the CMOS-based
Hyper-AP can only improve the latency/throughput by 13×
compared with the CMOS-based traditional AP. The similar
trend is also observed for other performance metrics (Fig. 19a).
The major reason is that the reductions of the search and write
operation in Hyper-AP are asymmetric, i.e., the number of the
search operations is reduced by 5.3×, while the number of

B. Other PIM Architectures
Several works [13] [49] [8] [38] [50] [15] [3] propose
to build domain-speciﬁc PIM architectures by leveraging the
inherent dot-product multiplication capability of the NVMbased crossbar array. These PIM architectures perform computations in the analog domain using the power-hungry and
area-inefﬁcient DAC/ADC devices. On the contrary, HyperAP is a general-purpose PIM architecture and does not require
the inefﬁcient DAC/ADC to perform computations. IMP [21]
is a general-purpose PIM architecture that leverages the dotproduct multiplication capability of RRAM crossbar array.
It also performs computations in the analog domain using
ADC/DAC, thus, it has a lower power efﬁciency than HyperAP. Moreover, it does not provide a support on ﬂexible
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data types, but only support 32-bit integer. On the contrary,
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VIII. C ONCLUSION
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limitations of the traditional AP and substantially improve
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manner to dramatically reduce the number of search and write
operations. We also provide a complete architecture/microarchitecture to implement the abstract machine model of
Hyper-AP, which comprises two additional optimization techniques, i.e., the logical-uniﬁed-physical-separated array design
and the low-cost and low-latency communication interface, to
further improve the performance. Finally, a complete compilation framework is provided to reduce the programming
complexity, and users can write C-like programs to run applications on Hyper-AP. Two optimizations (operation merging and operand embedding) are applied in the compilation
process to further reduce the number of search and write
operations needed for computations. Our evaluation results
show that Hyper-AP achieve up to 4.1×, 54× and 4.4× improvement in throughput, power efﬁciency and area efﬁciency
respectively compared with IMP, a recent RRAM-based data
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beneﬁcial for the RRAM-based implementation compared
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